Logitech Spotlight Presentation Remote

An advanced digital pointer that gives educators total presentation control

TAKE YOUR PRESENTATIONS TO THE NEXT LEVEL

Welcome to a new standard of presentation control! With three advanced pointing modes, Spotlight is designed to keep audiences engaged. Whether in a classroom, a conference room, a remote learning space or office, Spotlight puts you in full control of presentations.

Spotlight works with nearly all presentation software, ensuring an effortless experience wherever learning and collaboration happens. Stay in command with a 1-minute recharge and the Spotlight app that lets you customize control until your final slide.

MEET THE SPOTLIGHT

ILLUMINATE EVERY POINT YOU MAKE
Spotlight has three advanced pointing modes designed to sustain learners’ attention no matter the presentation format. Highlight creates a spotlight-effect on screen. Magnify zooms-in on details, and Digital Laser precisely pinpoints information. Whether your education setup includes projectors, TV screens, video conferencing or multiple-screens, Spotlight allows you to illuminate every point to bring presentations to life.

MOVE FREELY
With a 100ft operating range, Spotlight enhances your presentation with the flexibility to take up more space. Move around as you interact with learners and props to keep learners engaged until the last slide.

WORKS WITH POPULAR LEARNING PLATFORMS
Spotlight works with nearly all platforms and app software including Windows and macOS, Powerpoint®, Keynote®, Acrobat®, Google™ Slide and Prezi™; as well as video conferencing apps like Zoom®, Microsoft Teams® and Blue Jeans.

A COMMITMENT TO EDUCATION
At Logitech, we are curious lifelong learners, constantly questioning and inventing. We are relentless in our pursuit of tools that make an impact. This passion drives us every day to design innovative products that create transformational and accessible experiences for students, teachers and schools. Supporting education is inherent to our mission as we know that today’s students are tomorrow’s innovators.
Every Logitech education product has been designed with the needs of schools and students in mind. When you choose Spotlight, you can count on:

**EASY TO MANAGE WITH CUSTOM CONTROLS**
Use the Spotlight app to choose from a range of custom controls to suit each presentation. The app lets you configure button functions, highlighting features, gesture controls, volume adjustment and more.

**SMART TIME MANAGEMENT**
The Spotlight app also provides an on-screen timer that begins as you click your first slide. You can also use it to configure multiple timing milestones that send vibration alerts directly to Spotlight, so you not only stay in command, but on time.

**TWO WAYS TO PLUG AND PLAY**
Plug-and-play Spotlight instantly on any compatible computer via USB receiver, or connect with Bluetooth® low energy wireless technology. Spotlight also keeps your computer connected and awake while you present.

**FAST, 1-MINUTE RECHARGING**
Get 3 hours of presenting after a 1-minute charge using the included USB-C charging cable. Spotlight fully charges in as little as 60 minutes. The device will vibrate and the battery indicator glows red when it’s time to recharge.

**1-YEAR WARRANTY WITH CUSTOMER CARE SUPPORT**
With 24/7 support, a designated service manager, and a 1-year limited hardware warranty, we bring peace of mind to classroom technology. Plus, we’ve got all the information you need to get Spotlight up and running quickly. That includes a 24/7 available chat, FAQ list and a step-by-step guide to get you started.
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**SENSOR TECHNOLOGY**
- Motion sensor
- 3D accelerometer and Gyroscope

**POWER & BATTERY LIFE**
- 1 min charge = 3h of use
- Rechargeable Lithium Polymer, 85 mAh with up to 3 months of battery life.

**INDICATOR LIGHTS**
- LED: Battery and Connectivity

**CONNECTIVITY**
- Bluetooth: Windows® 10, 11 or later or macOS 10.2 or later
- Or
- Usb Mode: Windows® 10, 11 or later or macOS 10.2 or later

**COMPATIBILITY**
- Works With Windows and MacOS and has limited functionalities with ChromeOS™, iPadOS® 13.4 or later, Android™ 5.0 or later, iOS 11 or later, and Linux® Kernel 2.

**SOFTWARE**
- Works with presentation platforms including Powerpoint®, Keynote®, Acrobat®, Google™ Slide and Prezi™.
- Works with video conferencing apps like Zoom®, Microsoft Teams® and Blue Jeans.

**PRESENTATION ENVIRONMENTS**
- Projector screen
- TV & LED screens
- Video conferencing
- Multi Screen

**ACCESSORIES**
- Presentation remote
- Proprietary receiver
- User documentation
- Charging cable
- Pouch

**WARRANTY**
- 1-Year Limited Hardware Warranty.

**DIMENSIONS**
- Presentation remote
  - Height: 5.17 in (131.3 mm)
  - Width: 1.11 in (28.1 mm)
  - Depth: 0.48 in (12.1 mm)
  - Weight: 1.74 oz (49.2 g) included Battery

- Receiver
  - Height: 1.59 in (40.4 mm)
  - Width: 0.68 in (17.2 mm)
  - Depth: 0.27 in (6.8 mm)
  - Weight: 0.12 oz (3.3 g)

- Charging cable
  - Length: 5.51 in (140 mm)

**PART NO.**
- Slate: 910-004654
- Silver: 910-004984
- Gold: 910-004860
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